Preliminary draft report by a volunteer professional consultant and area resident on maximum number
of dwelling units possible on PID 40057499, without water conservation or compensatory storage.

Preliminary Mass Balancing Analysis:
Addendum

February 2018
From Englobe's reports, we see that we used a slightly high (conservative) site area, taken from other
published materials, of 8.6 acres instead of 8.48 acres, so sustainable density would be just slightly
lower. Since this mass balancing analysis was completed, we have learned that a bed and breakfast
abutter to the site is going out of business in mid March 2018, which slightly raises the sustainable
density. After recalculating these changes, the net difference is only 1.3 dwelling units, bringing the
grand total of dwelling units supportable during peak season and peak use up to 10.
It should be noted that a possible 2 more dwelling units could be added, for a total of 12, if the funeral
parlor, operating every other day, is counted for their average daily use instead of peak daily use, and
the Baptist church meeting hall, also operating part time, is also counted for their average daily use,
not peak daily use. However, all other commercial water users have been counted for their average
daily use, not peak, during the business week, in the scenario of Area 2, which was the area used for
the final sustainable density calculations, except for Acadia Maple. Acadia Maple's daily use was
calculated for their peak seasonal daily use during September and October. This is because they wish
to maintain their permitted use of up to 14,000 L/day during peak syrup bottling season. Their "first
come first served" water use rights must be considered in a groundwater allocation permit application.

Preliminary Mass Balancing Analysis
Regarding Case 20929, Peggy's Cove Rd. Upper Tantallon, NS
January 2018. Note: This does not constitute a definitive groundwater calculation, for which mass balancing
analysis for the one in ten year dry year, not just average year, is needed, as well as additional, properly
analyzed pumping tests. Calculations address units possible without water conservation or storage measures.

Purpose of Report
This report addresses the groundwater carrying capacity of 46 - 48 residential units of the proposed
development on the 8.6 acre site, PID 40057499, on Peggy's Cove Rd., in Upper Tantallon. It presents
the calculations in a way that is transparent and repeatable, or changeable if improved upon.
Surficial Geology of the Site
The granite bedrock in this area of Upper Tantallon is well fractured, and this site has some overburden
of till, and a deep 40 cm + layer of peat over the wetlands. The peat holds and slowly releases water
back to the shallow groundwater, which is connected by cracks and fissures to the deep groundwater,
thus, recharging the aquifer. In theory, the site could have a fair amount of water available if supplies
exceeded demands when considering surrounding development, which they do not, as shown below.
Area Development
This area, although underdeveloped residentially, has some high water use commercial buildings in the
area immediately surrounding the site to the east and north. Thus, it is important to assess them
carefully in terms of current water use, because they intercept groundwater moving to and from the
site, and change flow volumes and directions. These existing commercial uses, as well as existing
residential uses, should not have their water availability reduced by excessively dense development on
neighbouring lots. To determine the balance of water availability versus demands, mass balancing is
used, as applied to this site below. Pumping tests alone cannot access neighbourhood water balancing.
Mass Balancing
Mass balancing is a method used by hydrogeologists and land use planners for assessing the
groundwater carrying capacity of an area for development, where there is no public water or sewers.
It balances the groundwater mass available with the groundwater mass demands, to find the amount
of groundwater left over to supply new development. This can be calculated in terms of number of
dwelling units on a particular property at a small scale, or minimum lot sizes in a town at a large scale.
The equation below illustrates the calculation process. Most hydrogeologists either factor in a
recharge percentage during the calculations for maintenance of stream and wetlands baseflow (e.g.,
50% based on Nova Scotia large groundwater withdrawals legislation), or include a safety factor at the
end by subtracting a percentage of units from the final number. The equation below is for the average
year. Some hydrogeologists use the one in ten year dry year calculations for the basis of density, for
safety. Also, some add a factor for some septic system recharge of deep groundwater (discussed later).
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Mass Balancing Equation Used by Hydrogeologists and Land Use Planners
Where N = Number of sustainable dwelling units:
N = ((area of study (m2)) ((annual precipitation) (m) ) (% recharge) (50% baseflow allocation)
(number of persons/lot) (daily demand/person (m3)) (365 days/year)
Variables
Variables used in this mass balancing equation are explained below. See sources at end of this report.
 annual precipitation: 1,525 mm/year = 1.525 m/year -- conservative (more units)
 % recharge: 14% is published number for this location
 baseflow allocation: 50% adapted from provincially legislated amount for larger groundwater
withdrawals (which Phase 1 is below), but included here for streams and wetlands maintenance
 number of people per lot: 2.3 average number of residents per household in Upper Tantallon
2011 census -- conservative (more units) compared to other areas in HRM
 water demand per person per day: 66 imperial gallons (.3 m3) -- conservative (more units)

Calculations for Daily Theoretical Groundwater Availability
N = (area of study (m2)) (1.525 (m)) (.14) (.5) = (area of study (m2)) (.10675 (m)) =
(2.3) (.3 (m3)) (365 days in a year)
251.85 (m3)
N = (.000423863) (number of square metres of study area) Note: meters in top and bottom cancel out
If .000423863 is used as a groundwater availability coefficient and is multiplied by any size study area
(in m2) in this area of Upper Tantallon, the result will be the number of dwelling unit equivalents (for
residential or commercial uses) sustainable in theory, before groundwater demands area subtracted.
Include Septic Recharge
According to some hydrogeologists, up to 80% of groundwater withdrawn by residential wells goes
back into the ground via septic systems, and the rest is used up in some way. However, most of this
80% is taken up by evapotranspiration of plants, shallow subsurface flows including (on this site) to the
ocean, stream baseflow, septic breakouts, etc. At most, 25% of water withdrawn by residential wells
recharges the deep groundwater supplying drilled wells, via septic systems (conversation with David
MacFarlane, November 2017). Since the proposed development site will not have septic systems, due
to sewage treatment plant direct discharge to ocean, the site area should be subtracted from any study
area before including 25% recharge by septic systems. This new groundwater availability coefficient
multiplier including septic recharge is: .000529829.
Remainder of Study Area

Subject Site

Step 1

N = ((area of study (m2) - (34,803)) (1.525 (m)) (.14) (.5) (1.25)
(2.3) (.3 (m3)) (365 days in a year)

+

Step 2

N = (area of study in m2 - 34,803) (.000529829)

+

note: meters cancel

(.000423863) (34,803)

15
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Theoretical Groundwater Availability Applied to 3 Study Area Sizes
Below, this theoretical groundwater availability calculation is applied to three study area sizes. Site
areas, except for the site itself, were measured using Google Earth Pro.
Area 1: 8.6 acre (34,803 m2) Site Itself: (Note: In some reports 8.4 acres is used for the subject site)
N = 15 dwelling units possible, considering only the site itself, without the site borrowing groundwater
from neighbouring lands, or neighbouring lands borrowing from the site, and without septic recharge.
With on-site septic recharge 18 units are possible without the site borrowing neighbours' groundwater.
Area 2: 37 Acre (149,733.7 m2) Primary & Secondary Abutters bounded northwest by drainage divide
N = 61 + 15 = 76 dwelling units possible, considering the site without septic recharge, but the
remaining lands with 25% septic recharge to deep groundwater.
Area 3: 56 Acre (226,624 m2) 270 m radius from well # 4, centrally located on site (radius determined
by excluding ocean and avoiding going too far out of sub-drainage basin for site)
N = 102 + 15 = 117 dwelling units possible, considering the site without septic recharge, but the
remaining lands with 25% septic recharge to deep groundwater.

Calculations for Daily Actual Groundwater Demands
Theoretical groundwater availability is only half the picture in determining sustainable density. The
results must be balanced with the mass of existing groundwater demands, in order to determine actual
groundwater availability. Groundwater demands are calculated by adding up existing and approved
future residential and commercial water uses. The method used is described below.
Existing residential water uses were assessed from Explore HRM data layers, using the property
"identifier" tab. Future residences were also assessed from Explore HRM data layers, using the
property "identifier" tab, counting one future residence for each existing approved building lot,
regardless of property size and frontage. Each existing residence and future residence was counted as
2.3 people, the average household size in Upper Tantallon, according to the 2011 census. Each person
was counted as consuming 66 imperial gallons of water per day, in accordance with conservative
estimates. Thus, each dwelling unit, i.e. house, was counted as consuming 152 imperial gallons per day.
Existing commercial water uses were much more difficult to assess. In fact, data was gathered and
calculated several times before arriving at the numbers used in Table 1. See Sources at end of this
report for the primary sources. Where possible and accurate, owner input was used. Otherwise, use
coefficient multipliers from the literature were used, based on square footage and type of commercial
water use, number of stations in a beauty parlor, seats in a restaurant, square footage in a nursery,
number of employees, etc., whatever was most appropriate. In two cases, it seemed most appropriate
to compare a single use commercial building to number of houses or dwelling units. Square footage
was determined from Google Earth Pro for building footprints, followed up by in-field observation of
each building for types and percentages of additional floors. Often in the calculations a building was
split up into sectors, based on types of commercial uses and different coefficients for each use. All
calculations are explained in detail in the Commercial Groundwater Use Table 1 on the following page.
Commercial water uses were converted to equivalent dwelling units at 152 imperial gallons per day.
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Table 1: Commercial Groundwater Use in Upper Tantallon
Commercial Properties Within 270 m Radius of Well # 4 (centre) on PID # 40057499
Our No.
on Maps

Civic
No.

Commercial Uses

Water Use Calculations

Red Barn Market:
Building sizes not used for calculation, except greenhouse and plant
nursery, store, house
areas used in nursery calculation.
5320 is Civic No. of owner's mother's house next door, which supplies water from drilled well to 5328 store with plants,
and 5332 greenhouse and garden from June -Nov. when dug well is dry. 5332/5328 are civic numbers of store and
greenhouse, just outside 170 m radius and are on a dug well for water for half the year. Calculations are based on use of
drilled well on Civic No. 5320. Retail space in 2 buildings (with 2 - 3 employees) counts as 1 house = 152 imp gal/day.
Greenhouse and garden water use from Source 2: unit use coefficient of 1 acre greenhouse uses 22,000 US gal/day. Thus,
2,900 sf greenhouse, gardens, and store plants watering uses 1,465 US gal/day. Subtract 10% (arbitrary) since some water
from rain barrels from roof. = 1,318 US gal/day = 1,098 imp gal/day. 1,098 for plants + 152 for employees = 1,250 imp
gal/day. High season use used in calculation.
Mixed Commercial in
2
5288
1 building
Same owner as 5280 and shares drilled well. 7,992 sf building size used
Edward Jones Investment (3 employees), The
in calculation, all counted as new office space (Source 1 p 28) @ .15 use
Hearing Specialist (2 empl.), Highlander Law
coefficient = 1,199
Group (4 empl.), Seaside Community Baptist
Church ? empl.), Atlantic Youth (9 empl.)
Same owner as 5288 and shares drilled well. Utilities but no commercial
Mixed Commercial in
5280
use above stores. From 7340 sf building subtract 3,200 sf for two
3
1 building
counter serve/take out restaurants of 15 seats each. (Count as 15 each
RBC Bank (10 employees), Little Jo's Pizza (15
since including take out.) (Source 1: p. 28: 20.15 imp gal/day/seat x 30
seats), Delish (15 seats), Vapour Spot (2 empl)
seats = 605 imp gal/day for restaurants. For remaining 4,140 sf subtract
1,100 sf for The Vapour Spot, which counts as retail @ .09 imp gal/day
(Source 1 p 28) = 99 imp gal/day. Remaining 3,040 sf of RBC with 10
employees counts as new office space @ .15 imp gal/day (Source 1 p 28)
= 456 imp gal/day. Total of 605 + 99 + 456 = 1160
1

Imperial
Gal/Day

5320

4

5250

5

13578

6

13589

Veterinarian: animal
hospital & retail store
Acadia Maple: gift
shop & maple syrup
bottling plant with
view windows, movie
room, 3 washrooms.
Tourist attraction.

Owner says uses as much water as 6 houses = 912 imp gal/day. No
longer boarding. Water quality tested every 3 months. Source: owner
Drilled well. Owner tracks water use through flow meter. Uses 2,000 10,000 L/day May - Aug. during cruise ship season. Uses up to 14,000
L/day Sept. & Oct. when plant in full operation and 50 person tourist
buses stop by. Uses 1,000 L/day Nov. - April. Has permit for maximum
of 14,000 L/day and wants to retain that much use ability. Water quality
tested monthly. Source: owner. High season use used in calculation.

Mixed new Office Space

1,250

1,199

1,160

912

3,080

7

13549

Ronald A. Walker
Funeral Home

Drilled well. 7,992 sf 2 story new office building - 700 sf beauty salon =
7,292 sf @ .15 imp gal/day/sf (Source 1 p 28) = 1094 imp gal/day. 1
existing and 1 future beauty salon stations @ 247 imp gal/day/ station =
494. 494 + 1094 = 1,588 imp gal/day
Open every other day, switched off with funeral home in Halifax. Full
use when open of 3 washrooms, kitchen, car washing. Source: owner.
2 stories, 7,220 sf. Count as 2 houses = 304 imp. gal./day in full use.

8

13544

Warehouse, office,
heavy equipment

No information because closed when contact attempted at door 3 times.
2,924 sf. Count as 1 house = 152 imp. gal./day

152

9

13570

Rum Hollow Bed and
Breakfast

Dug well. Full season house plus seasonal 2 BR B & B. Daily washing and
meal prep when B & B in use. Count as 6 people = 396 imp gal/day.
Source: owner. High season use used in calculation.

396

Bluenose Accounting, MacLeod Naturopathic
Health Clinic, Shear Indulgence Salon, Spell
Read Program

TOTAL Water Use = 10,041 / 152 imp gal/day/house equiv in high season = 66 dwelling units (houses)

1,588

304

10,041
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Groundwater Demands Applied to 3 Study Area Sizes
Below, groundwater demands calculation is applied to the same three study area sizes. Study areas,
except for the site itself, were measured using Google Earth Pro. Commercial demands are from Table
1, and for uses 1, 5 and 9, are based on high season groundwater uses for September and October.
Area 1: 8.6 Acre (34,803 m2) Site Itself:
Existing Residential: 0 (actual, since existing small cottage is abandoned and has no civic number)
Future Residential: 0 (theoretical, for sake of calculations being open to any number)
Existing Commercial: 0 (actual)
Total: 0 dwelling unit equivalents
Area 2: 37 Acre (149,733.7 m2) Primary and Secondary Abutters bounded to the northwest by
drainage divide. Does not include nursery (No. 1) in 56 acre study area since that is a tertiary abutter.
Existing Residential: 7
Future Residential: 2 (approved building lots, one with existing well)
Commercial: From Table 1: 8,791 imp gal/day = 58 dwelling unit equivalents
Total: 67 dwelling unit equivalents
Area 3: 56 Acre (226,624 m2) 270 m radius from well # 4, centrally located on site (radius determined
by excluding ocean and avoiding going too far out of sub-drainage basin for site). Does not include
existing or future commercial uses (including 8 future dentists' sinks) in new complex at intersection of
Peggy's Cove and St. Margaret's Bay Roads, since their shared well is outside the 270 m radius.
Existing Residential: 12
Future Residential: 2 (approved building lots, one with existing well)
Commercial: From Table 1: 10,041 imp gal/day = 66 dwelling unit equivalents
Total: 80 dwelling unit equivalents

Calculations for Additional Dwelling Units Possible
Groundwater Demands Applied to 3 Study Area Sizes
The maximum sustainable number of additional dwelling unit equivalents, based on groundwater, of
the same three study areas is determined by subtracting the existing and approved future groundwater
demands from the theoretical groundwater availability, as calculated above. This results in a
theoretical number of additional dwelling units possible, which is compared to actual dwelling unit
equivalents possible under the Results section, following study area maps.
Area 1: 8.6 Acre (34,803 m2) Site in Isolation:
Availability: 15 dwelling units - Demands: 0 dwelling units =
Total Additional Theoretical Dwelling Units Possible: 15 (with no recharge from septic, and not
counting groundwater borrowing by subject site or by abutters)
Area 2: 37 Acre (143,663 m2) Primary and Secondary Abutters bounded northwest by drainage divide
Availability: 76 dwelling units - Demands: 67 =
Total Additional Theoretical Dwelling Units Possible = 9 (with septic recharge except for subject
property, and with existing commercial abutters borrowing groundwater from subject site)
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Area 3: 56 Acre (226,624 m2) 270 m radius from well # 4, centrally located on site (radius determined
by excluding ocean and avoiding going too far out of sub-drainage basin for site)
Availability: 117 dwelling units - Demands: 80 =
Total Additional Theoretical Dwelling Units Possible = 37 (with septic recharge except for subject
property and commercial abutters borrowing groundwater from subject site, but subject site
borrowing groundwater from undeveloped open space beyond)
Study Area Maps
Following are maps for the three study areas. The Map for Area 3 also shows all three study areas
superimposed. Additionally, a map of schematic well interference is included.

Area 1: 8.6 Acre Site in Isolation

15 more dwelling unit equivalents possible on
the 8.6 acre site, considered in isolation only,
which is not the case in reality

114 m
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Area 2: 37 Acre Primary and Secondary Abutters (bounded to northwest by drainage divide)

2
3

4

5
6
8

7

9

9 more dwelling unit equivalents possible in this
37 acre study area

Commercial Use (incl. 1 B&B)
Residential
Approved Building Lot for Future Residential
Capacity of 22.83 ha for 2.3 person Dwelling Units: 97
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Area 3: 56 Acre 270 m Radius from Test Well # 4

1

2
approximate
location of test
well # 4

3
4

8.6 Acre Site
(approximate)

9
5

37 Acre Primary and
Secondary Abutters

8

6
well for 4 buildings
located here, so these
buildings not included

7
56 Acre 270 m Radius
from Test Well # 4
894 feet

37 more dwelling unit equivalents possible in this
56 acre study area

Commercial Use (incl. 1 B&B)
Residential
Approved Building Lot for Future Residential
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Capacity of 22.83 ha for 2.3 person Dwelling Units: 97

Well Interference Within 270 m Surrounding Subject Site
Existing and Proposed Wells (cones of depression to approximate scale)

generalized groundwater flow
direction
problems

problems
approximate
location of
test well # 4

dried up
drying up

1166 feet

existing wells
15 units
24 units
46 units

Based on carrying capacity of .6 acre per well/dwelling unit needed.
Thus, 8.6 acres = 15 dwelling unit well equivalents. Circles approximate
size, but not necessarily shape, of cones of depression in water table
caused by well pumping. Some sources say cones of depression should
be ovals, not circles. Probably ovals should follow northeastern
direction of faults in this area.
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Results
The calculations above are summarized in Table 2: Mass Balancing Results Summary, below.
Table 2: Mass Balancing Results Summary

Study Area

Area 1: 8.6 Acre Site in Isolation
Area 2: 37 Acre Abutters & Site
Area 3: 56 Acre 270 m Radius &
Site

Theoretical
Groundwater
Availability

Actual
High Season
Groundwater
Demand

(no. of dwelling
units)

(no. of dwelling units)

Theoretical
Additional
High Season
Dwelling Units
Possible

15
76
117

0
67
80

15
9
37

Actual
Additional
High Season
Sustainable
Dwelling Units
Possible

9
9
unknown without
further calculation

Area 1: The 8.6 acre site itself, considered in isolation, can theoretically, support 15 dwelling unit
equivalents since there is no existing on-site demand and septic is not being recharged. (With septic
recharged on-site, which is not what the developer proposes, 18 dwelling units could be supported.)
However, 15 dwelling units is more than can be actually supported, due to existing abutting
commercial development in Area 2 already borrowing groundwater from the site.
Area 2: This commercial well interference intercepts groundwater flowing to the site from the
northeast along fracture faults on its way down-gradient to the ocean, as well as changes the direction
and volume of flows of residential wells in the area. Thus, when the 37 acre study area of primary and
secondary abutters is considered, only 9 more units can be supported during highest use season in
September and October, which coincidentally corresponds with lowest groundwater levels.
Area 3: When the study area is expanded to 56 acres, at a 270 m radius from test well #4 located
centrally on the subject site, more undeveloped open space beyond the commercial development is
included, so 37 additional dwelling units can theoretically be supported in the whole 56 acre study
area. To determine the actual number, Area 2 (site plus primary and secondary abutters = 9 dwelling
units) would have to be subtracted from Area 3 to determine undeveloped land available beyond the
area of existing commercial well interference, and then 9 (for Area 2) added to that number. Thus,
areas too large do not give a good representation of groundwater actually available to a specific site, or
an indication of where such additional development could go.

Area Water Use History
These results are borne out by the groundwater history of the area. The well log below for the nearest
provincial observation well in Lewis Lake, 3.5 km from the subject site, shows groundwater levels are at
their lowest in October, and are getting progressively lower with climate change.
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Lewis Lake (079) - Groundwater Level Elevations (2008 to present)
(Note: All data have been verified)
71.0

Groundwater Level Elevation (m, asl)

70.5

70.0

69.5

69.0

68.5

68.0

Source: Nova Scotia Provincial well log data base, accessed November 2017.

This low groundwater period happens to correspond with the highest water use period of several of
the commercial users in the study areas. The largest seasonal water use is Acadia Maple's high use
bottling plant months of September and October when they use as much water as 20 2.3 person
houses (with a permit for up to 14,000 L/day). However, during cruise ship season, which begins in
May, their total water use (measured with a flow meter) is 2,000 - 10,000 liters per day, which at
10,000 L is as much as 15 houses. Thus, during half the year the subject site cannot borrow
groundwater from its closest commercial neighbour, since that neighbour is already borrowing
groundwater from the site. During the other half of the year (November through April) Acadia Maple
could be using as little as 1 house worth of water, which theoretically frees up 19 houses worth of
groundwater for the subject property to borrow from this neighbour, for a total of 19 + 9 = 28 houses.
But the worst case (highest season) must be planned for to retain the existing business owners' rights.
The theoretical additional dwelling units possible also does not take into account residential abutters,
the majority of whom have shallow dug wells, which could have their groundwater impacted by more
than 9 dwelling units on this site. In fact, shallow dug wells in the area have been experiencing water
level problems since about 1992 when commercial development in the area began to cause downgradient residential well interference, which has increased with every new commercial development in
the immediate area. Wetlands in the vicinity could also be dewatered by water table drawdown from
more than 9 dwelling unit equivalents on the subject site.

Conclusions


The deep drilled wells proposed for Phase 1, 46 - 48 residential units for the subject site will
change flow direction and volume available to abutters, and could draw down the water table,
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drying up shallow dug wells and disturbing wetlands. This is assessed in three ways: 1) mass
balancing in this report, 2) hind-casting from anecdotal abutters' well problems increasing with
development that has already occurred in the area (see Appendix A), and 3) two
hydrogeologists' interpretations of pumping tests for the subject property (see Appendix A).


Drawdown of the shallow and deep groundwater tables (interconnected through cracks and
fissures) is especially a concern during high groundwater use season for several abutters,
especially Acadia Maple's highest groundwater use months of September and October.
Coincidentally, October is also the time of year when groundwater levels are at their lowest.
Commercial properties have more variable use, depending on the time of year, but it is not
possible to adjust residential use. Therefore, the most conservative number of 9 dwelling unit
equivalents possible, including septic recharge on surrounding properties, should be used.



If existing uses decrease, for example the abutting Acadia Maple (unlikely) or the Bed and
Breakfast going out of business, or local office space (high number of employees using
washrooms) changes to retail space (less washroom use), the number of units possible on the
subject site without well interference could increase. However, if more development is built on
the surrounding underdeveloped lots, especially the large undeveloped area beyond abutters
to the northwest of the subject site, the number of units possible on the subject site could
increase. However, this increase would always be limited by the permanent commercial uses.



Further testing is needed to test impacts on the neighbouring shallow dug wells, and this should
be done in October, the driest time of year, and when there is greatest use of the groundwater.
The mass balancing calculations in this report should also be revised for the one in ten year dry
year. Droughts are expected to become more frequent and severe with climate change. While
precipitation is expected to increase slightly with climate change, it will come in more intense,
short bursts, which results in more runoff and less infiltration to groundwater. Also, sea levels
will rise causing more salt intrusion into coastal wells, especially deep drilled wells.



Without such further testing and calculation, judging from current information, if there are
more than 9 dwelling units on this site, roof catchment into cisterns should be used to
supplement water supplies and water conservation measures should be implemented.



It is likely that the developer's hydrogeologic calculations did not take into account the high
commercial seasonal groundwater demands, did not account for only about 25% of well water
withdrawn actually reaching the deep groundwater through septic recharge, and did not do
pumping tests during the driest, instead of the wettest month, and did not test dug wells.



Sustainable land use planning and development should seek to avoid the "tragedy of the
commons", where too much competition for shared groundwater, can cause the most
vulnerable uses to suffer: wetlands and dug well residences. Existing residential land owners of
large underdeveloped lots should have the right to subdivide off one parcel for a child without
fear of insufficient groundwater, and existing residential and commercial uses should be
protected. Thus, there should be density caps in site design and zoning, based on groundwater
carrying capacity. In the meantime, sustainable development agreement approvals should
incorporate mass balancing analysis, not just pumping tests on drilled wells in March.
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Sources Cited, by Topic
Identification of Building and Building Lot Information: Explore HRM data layers, accessed November
2017. Accessed at: http://maps.halifax.ca/website/ExploreHRM/viewer.htm
Identification of Commercial Buildings: Explore HRM data layers, accessed November 2017. Accessed
at: http://maps.halifax.ca/website/ExploreHRM/viewer.htm and on-site reconnaissance of all
commercial buildings in study area
Average Household Size in Upper Tantallon, based on 2011 census:
Canadian Real Estate Wealth, Real Estate Market Report for Upper Tantallon, NS, updated August
2016. Accessed at: http://www.canadianrealestatemagazine.ca/top-neighbourhoods/upper-tantallonns-4003.aspx
Water Use Source 1 for Calculation of Most Commercial Water Uses:
Dziegielewski, B., Kiefer, J.C., et al., Commercial and Institutional End Uses of Water, AWWA Research
Foundation and the American Water Works Association, 2000, 298 p. Accessed at:
http://www.waterrf.org/PublicReportLibrary/RFR90806_2000_241B.pdf. (Table on page 28 used
most.)
Water Use Source 2 for Greenhouse Water Use:
Bilderback, T., Bailey, "Water Considerations for container Production of Plants", Horticulture
Information Leaflet 557, Department of Horticultural Sciences, College of Agriculture and Live Sciences,
North Carolina State University, Revised 7/99, 11 p. Accessed at: https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/waterconsiderations-for-container-production-of-plants
Water Use Source 3:
interviews and e-mails with owners
Water Demand: 66 imperial gallons (300 L) of water per day per person (conservative): CBCL Limited,
Atlantic Canada Guidelines for the Supply, Treatment, Storage, Distribution and Operation of Drinking
Water Supply Systems, September 2004. Also supported by other sources.
Precipitation Average Annual Amount of 1,525 mm, from precipitation distribution model for this area
by earth-water Concepts, Inc., Halifax, NS. This is higher, thus more conservative (more houses
possible) than the Environment Canada's long-term climate normals (1422.6 mm/year for 1981 - 2010)
Accessed at:
http://climate.weather.gc.ca/climate_normals/results_1981_2010_e.html?stnID=6465&month1=0&m
onth2=12
Recharge Coefficient of 14%, from published values (see Figure 3) by Kennedy, G.W. et al., "Estimation
of Regional Groundwater Budgets in Nova Scotia", NS Department of Natural Resources, OFI ME 2010002. Accessed at: https://novascotia.ca/natr/meb/data/mg/ofi/pdf/ofi_2010-002_dp.pdf
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